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us... with a tolerable, accurate portrait

By Peter D.Westennan
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To live for the moment is the
prevailing passion- - to live for yourself,
not for your predecessors or posterity.
We are fast losing the sense of
historical continuity, the sense of
belonging to a succession of
generations originating in the past and
stretching into the future. It is the.
waning of the sense of historical
time-i- n
particular, the erosion of any
strong concern

for posterity."

Although written by Lasch almost
seven years ago, is The Culture of
Narcissism, the preceding is still a
penetrating analysis of contemporary
society.

Christopher Lasch, The author of
The Culture of Narcissism , The. New
and
Radicalism in America,
McGaw
in
four other books will speak
Chapel at 7:30 pm on Monday,
September 29th. The topic of his
presentation is "Individualism and its
Lasch will present an
Critics."
analysis of the concept of
individualism and the dilemmas it
creates in American society. His
appearance is part of the College's
forum, "Individualism
semester-lon- g
and its Critics."
1889-196- 3,

in-de- pth

v

The Culture of Narcissism
illustrates La sen's concern that

,

capitalism has damaged traditional
values and institutions through the
creation of a bureaucratic, consumtion
oriented, narcissistic society.
"It narcissism provides us not
ready-mad- e
psychological
with
determinism but with a way of
understanding the psychological impact
of recent social changes.lt provides

of the liberated' personality of our
time, with his charm, his
pscudoselfawarencss of his own
condition, his promiscuous

-

slightest tendency
characteristics

for

these

to form a coherent

pattern".
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Religion To Explore

" Greed Syndrome"
by News Services

-

Is it possible that the narcissistic condition of American capitalism this
desire for material wealth and monetary fall when The College of Woostcr's

gain has stripped American capitalism
of certain moral and religious restraints
necessary for its healthy operation?
Have honesty, justice, stewardship, and
integrity flown from the American
economic system? What are the ethical
implications of greed?
Leading theologians, scholars, and
businesspersons will explore those
questions and others related to the
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News And Feature
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Lay Academy of Religion addresses
"The Greed Syndrome: Christ and the
Economic Scene."

The focus of the 19th Lay
Academy is tied closely to the focus of
the college's 1986 Forum series,
"Individualism and Community." In
both series, the delicate balance
between individual pursuits and goals
verses community involvement and the
health of the American character will be
analyzed and debated. "This is one of
the most current, explosive, and
sensative Lay Academy series that
we've dealt with," says J. Arthur Baird,
professor emeritus of religion at
Wooster and academic dean of this
year's Lay Academy. "We are asking
some hard and deep questions from
.both a secular and religious
perspective."

The Lay Academy lectures will

10

.

that future generations will carry on his'
life's work.
Lasen's analysis' of education,
sports and the media in The Culture of
Narcissism are particularly compelling.
Although his work his in the
Culture of Narcissism is thought
provoking, he is not without critics.
In New Rules Daniel Yankelovich says
of Narcissism. "This inventory of
personality traits is colorful, but
Nowhere is there the
arbitrary.

Collecie otf woosfer
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In spite of his critics Lasch's work
pansexuality, his fasination with the remains compelling. He is a master at
castrating of mother,..Jiis avoidance of exposing the effects of capitalism on
depend ancc, his inability to mourn, his the very fibers of American society.
dread of old age and death.
Contemporary Americans he states "
Peter Westerman is a Senior
take no interest in the future and do
Political Science major and Associate
nothing to provide themselves with the Editor of the Voice. The topic of his
traditional consolations of old age, the junior I.S. was "Christopher Lasch,
most important of which is the belief George Will and Liberalism."

Arts And Leisure
Corrections

Sports
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be held weekly October 1 - November
19 from 7:30 - 10:00 p.m. in Wishart
Continued on page 4

Geiringer To Speak
A World authority on Brahms, Hadyn, and the Bach family, Karl Johannes
Geiringer will lecture at Wooster next Friday in Mackey Hall at 7:30 p.m. His
lecture, entitled, " Recently Discovered Works of Great Composers," will
feature a performance by Woostcr's own Professor Daniel Winter who will play
a newly discovered sonata by Haydn.

Geiringer, who was awarded an honorary doctorate by the college in 1984, is
a native of Vienna where he studied composition with Gal and Richar Stohr,
and muskology with Adlcr and WiDtelm Fischer. He received his doctorate
degree at the University fo Vienna in 1922, after which he launched a
publishing car reer with the Wiener Philharmonishcer Verlag. He has served as
museum curator and librarian of the Gescllschafl der Musikfreunde.

Dr. Winter stated that Hcrr Gcreinger ". . Js the world authority on
Brahms, Haydn, and the Bach family," and has, as Dr. Winter states, "Written
the diffinitive work for these composers." In his lecture, Herr Gcirenger will
explain the difficulties in verifying newly discovered pieces and win compare
the newly discovered sonata that Dr. Winter will play with a genuine Haydn
sonaU also being performed by Dr. Winter.
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Leviathan
For generations students faculty and
The Wooster Voice.
administrators have come and gone yet, the Jiojce has remained. Until
now. Before I joined the staff of the Voice I was told that this school
has a tendency to take the few who get Involved and drive them until
they drop. According to many critics The Voice looks better than ever.
This analysis masks a growing crisis.
The Voice is foundering. On one very visible level the paper has
attracted perhaps Its most talented writting staff In years and an
editorial staftT dedicated to constant Improvement. On a deeper level
the Voice has many problems that cannot be worked out by the staff.
For the past two weeks a majority of the newspaper has been layed
out on Apple computers. Although visually pleasing to the reader it
required a tremendous expense of time because the Voice has no
computer of its own. Type had to be shuttled back and forth between
Last Thursday layout ran
Lowry and the computer center for layout.
could have done it
probably
else
someone
Sure,
am.
3
from 2pm to
better and In less time, but I have yet to see any of them at any
COUEGE
Perhaps their confidence exists only In the
mDUnWMiyfje6
meeting of the Voice.
new
Its
Through
Voice.
is
the
that
quagmire
not
in
the
abstract and
appearence the Voice has managed to buy off time from some of its
harshest critics. This cosmetic overhall has come at a huge price.
Since the Voice does not own its own computer system the layout is
being executed all over campus at all hours of the day and night.
article about
I would have much rather written my own
Christopher Lasch this week than used news service's press release but,
G.
I had to spend three hours printing out text for the paper first in the S.-Dear Editor.
A. omce then in the computer center, then at a friend's house and
The article "Thoughts on South
finally in a study carrel in Lowry.
kfrica"
by Harris Lucas advanced
Why do I feel no sol Ice in the anounccment that the Voice will be
Thoughts
that were insulting to a lot of
given a computer and printer to share with five other student
readers. Being an African, I
paper's
organizations?
fthis
The staff of this paper is dedicated to Its producion but, there to no Jfound his article especially
need for us to spend close to twenty five hours a week finding
misinforming and especially insulting
computers and printing articles.
because the broader implications of his- This school has no journalism program and has given very little of
statements really were a plea on behalf
substance yet to the Voice.
of a fascist regim
The Voice has no advisor.
First, some corrections.
paper.
The
of
quality
the
In
the
People see an Improvement
Government by
Democracy:
Improvement Is just a glimmer of what the paper could be. Imagine if
majority (Meniam
the
of
rule
computer
on
we
spend
the
week
a
twenty
five
hours
we could spend the
Webster Dictionary). South African
actually writting things people would want to read?
population statistics show that 3
This newspaper needs a comitment from an advisor and the
administration. The fact that the best accommodation we can achieve is
million white voters decide the fate of 2
the sharing of one computer with five other groups Is an example of
million of their own too young to .
the kind of halfway commitment that will be the fall of the Voice.
vote, 22 million black people, and 1
We have a staff of very talented people whose creativity is being
million Chinese, Indian, and mixed race
sapped at an alarming rate. If this administration is truly commitcd to
people. The "particular race" that is
The Voice than it must understand that a newspaper is not Just another
excluded happens to be 70 of the
good
and
you
feel
organization on campus. If the newspaper looks good
population. The MAJORITY of South
the school looks good. Do you really not want to see a Homecoming
-.
Africans cannot participate in this
issue?
to
or
newspaper
should
Harris Lucas democracy. In the 1860's
have
this
Is
This
the last time the editor
bitch and moan and the last time you should have to read this kind of . in the U.S., minorities and women
garbage.
could not vote, so it was no democracy
Someone had better do something because leviathan is In crisis. It
either.
particular, the erosion
is the waning of the sense or historical time-IRhodesia: I'll put it to Mr.
of any strong concern ror posterity'
this is a figment of his
that
Lucas
U I may take the liberty or mincing Hobbcs and Lasch with Burke:
because one such country
imagination
The Voice Is Wooster's legacy. It binds the past with the ruture as
I suspect- - that Lucas was
exists.
in
every
ail
virtue and
"a partnership in all art, a partnership in
referring to modern day Zimbabwe
perfection. As the ends of this partnership cannot be obtained in many
even though he may not recognize it as
generations, it becomes a partnership not only between those who are
those
such. Zimbabwe, formerly Rhodesia,
and
are
dead,
who
living, but between those who are living, those
had in 1969 7.6 million people. Of
who are to be born." A society with no bonds to its past and ruture is
(half of
bound to its ruin.
these only whites-126,whom were too young to vote) could
He is a
Peter D. Westcrman is Associate Editor or the Voice.
vote and hold public office.
Political Science major. The topic or his junior I.S. was "Christopher
Ninety-seve- n
percent of the population
and
Will
George
Liberalism " .
Lasch,
did not have a say in their own affairs.
This is Lucas' democracy!? Zimbabwe
Due to the financial situation facing The Wooster
became democratic in 1980 and has
Voice this week's issue will be the last for the 1986-8-7
regular elections ever since.
academic year. Under the dictates of Campus Council held
are represented in highly
Whites
campus
activities must disproportionate
organizational chartering all
numbers in Parliament
have a faculty advisor in order to collect funds for the and form a vigorous
opposition which
First Semester.
Lucas then
censored.
never
been
has
After numerous attempts The Wooster Voice could not

Letters to
the Editor

r

the-peopl-

e,

.-

n

000

locate a faculty advisor so the alternative has been to
shut down the presses. It is very disappointing to see
such a talented staff go to waste because of a lack of
committment and support. Perhaps the loss of
something valuable will teach the campus never to take
anything for granted.

,

Regretfully,

David A. Dean
Editor-in-Chi- ef

The Wooster Voice

in
the
issue by
claiming that Zimbabwe is a socialist
country. If that's true, then so are

tries

to

sneak

socialism-communi- st

England, Germany, Japan, Brazil,
Mexico, Canada, Australia, and large
chunks of the American economy. In.
fact, Zimbabwe maintains a mixed

PRESS SERVICE

insr

in them are merely airheads looking for
fads to occupy our idle minds. You

say you have never heard anyone
advance arguments for continuation of
the regime in South Africa.
economy just like England, probably Obviously, you do not listen to
African
less socialistic than France. Very yourself. We are a sizeable
I for one offer
and
here,
community
pathetic attempt, Mr. Lucas.
the
As I read the article, with each my services in helping you plug
you
have
information
in
the
successive statement more profound holes
regarding Africa, especially South
than the last one, the following
had read your
remarks especially struck mc: "It's far Africa. If William Casey
employed
be
would
you
article,
less than certain that (the judicial and
instantly.
y
system) would survive
the
David Kintu
a radical expansion of the suffrage."
.
Dear
Editor
hold.
Another one: "The English
This letter is in regard to last
.racial attitudes more in tune with the
rest of the West" Please! Since when week's column entitled "Weekend
Hangouts" by Alex Helander and John
have Western racial attitudes been a
Taylor. The write-u- p pertaining to the
showcase for others to copy? Am I
to
applaud the
supposed
g
Continued on page 4
South African
than
liberal
more
is
racism
because his
Botha's? In my own continent? This
South African judicial system that
Lucas seems to be so in love with is
THE WOOSTER VOICE .
founded on and has institutionalized the
USPS M-1notion of racial superiority. Is that
why Lucas fears that expansion of the
Published weekly during the academic year except during vacations
suffrage would destroy it? You outdo
and examination periods by the
Botha himself when you degrade a
students of The College of Wooster,
Wooster, Ohio.
movement of resistance that began in
The Wooster Voice welcomes all
16S2 and which has involved millions
typed and signed letters to the
editor from students, faculty, adof people protesting peacefully in the
ministrators, subscribers and
face of armored vehicles and bullets as
members of the greater Wooster
community. All correspondence
merely a movement of hoodlums
may be addressed to: The Wooster
burning each other with gasoline and
The
Voice, Post Office Box
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio
tires. You insult the intelligence of
44891. The deadline for all letters
other blacks and (for lack of a belter
and stories is Tuesday at 6 p.m.
term) colored peoples when you
The current subscription price is
$25.00 per year for first class deliv- question their motives for opposing
eFf 'irst class postage paid at Wooapartheid. Do you realize that above all
ster, Ohio. Postmaster: Send adelse, the struggle for South Africa is a
dress changes To The Wooster
struggle based on a principle that all
The
Voice, Post Office Box
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio,
men arc equal. You think wc are
44691 (attn: Ida Williams). Back
'trying to "feel good" and impose
issues are available from The
Wooster Voice office.
superiority complexes on white South
Africans. Are you for real? You owe
David Dean,
an apology to every black person just
Peter Westcrman,
for that one remark. Bishop Tutu, after
Edward Eberfcart,
Associate Editors
countless visits to the West, does not
JeffLtettke, Business Manager
have a right to feel angry at the
Susan Gale, Managing Editor
Chris Shifts, Sports Editor
Western hypocrisy? Instead he is to be
Kate Wolfe, Layout Editor
compared to Yasser ArrafaL You really
want us to believe that the ANC wants
STAFF: Ida Williams. Bob MoT-the destruction of its own mother land.
toy,. Becky Pickett, Tad Mason,
Yours is a study in arrogance,
Raman.
'our Lathroo. Graham
.
David Al- Ted "Scoon"
divestment efforts on campus are
bin, Meskerem Gebrektdaa, Pat,
merely theatrical, those who participate
senmns, uouck btuoj.
multi-part-

English-speakin-

H

C-J1-

C-31-

87,

87,

Edltor-iB-Cbi- ef

'

.

Saver-man-
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B.S.A. Speaks

PAUL'S CORNER;

1SS3

By Paul Savage
"Ronald Reagan has created a pride in this nation not seen since Harry
Truman.
I do not agree with all of his policies, but I am proud to tell my
children that Ronald Reagan is President of the United States"

i
j

over-zealo-us

Mario Cuomo
Democratic Governor
of New York
.When Ronald Reagan entered office in 1981, the U.S. was at a low point
with a stagnant economy, rampant inflation, a long hostage crisis in Iran,
and a bad image domestically and internationally. Over the past five and
lf
years Ronald Reagan has developed and nurtured a nationalistic
attitude that has helped generate--a- s
the Chrysler commercials
one-ha-

pronounce

"Pride in America, again!"
;

;

This new pride in America can be seen in our nation's advertisements,
our celebrations (i.e. the Fourth of July Festival), and our people's feelings
toward being American, just to name a few. How many commercials on
television have an "American" theme? Don't you feel great when you see
the Flag waving in the breeze? Most Americans are proud of the United
States like never before, and much of this
pride is due to Ronald
Reagan. You do not have to agree with President Reagan's policies, but it
should be apparent that he has brought back nationalism. Some people will
argue that nationalistic attitudes are detrimental to a country, but those
nationalistic attitudes have increased worker productivity and made people
feel good about being American. There's nothing wrong with being a
PROUD American, especially if it helps our great country become better.
new-fou-

nd

7

unconventional stand on the South
African issue (I'm not really sure how
unconventional it is, but he seemed
ty$yyfiyjims
fairly adamant!) but he further
attempted to educate the reader in a way
yxyx yx y yjtyxyAyyjiyz
KJ? y y$ y yt yJ? yS yJ? vi? y3t
in which the S.C.N., for all of its
indignation, has failed to do.
Especially notable was his explanation
It is always refreshing to have of the difference between the bask racial
someone voice an opposing viewpoint, attitudes of the Boers of South Africa,
especially one of the intelligent,
who are the whites of Dutch descent,
thoughtful, and well articulated variety. and those whites of English descent It
It was for this reason that I read last
week's "Thoughts on South Africa" by
guest columnist M. Harris Lucas with
Continued on page
a certain amount of pleasure. Not only
did Mr. Lucas take and defend an
:

r ? yf n? y4 ? yt ? yt ? y ? y ? y4 ? v ? y S
K

K

K

the Palestinians just as the while
South Africans are chasing away the
blacks from their families and
communal lands into the arid and
semi-ari- d
homelands? Is it not Isreal
and white South Africa that are both

"... one still hears the
occasionally call for sanctions or
divestment Only with exceptional
rarity docs anyone make the effort to
in their call for
oppose the
change," wrote one M. Harris Lucas in
last weeks Voice. It is true that very
rarely a person sits down to try to
justify the immorality and injustice of
the South African regime.
As I read his articles last week,
I said to myself, who is this M. Harris
Lucas? What is his backround, his
origin? What docs he look like, and
why does he think these things? After
having pondered over these questions
for a week, I honestly feel he should
get a lawyer and sue his high school
teachers for not teaching him enough,
such as the meaninp of words like
"democracy" or . stice," and
statements like "freedot of speech."
The African community, the
black community at large, and all
those others who fight for the freedom
and emancipation of the Black people
in South Africa of course feel very
insulted by the guest columnist's
article of the September 19th Voice.
The A.N.C. does not wish to
destroy the white minority government
of South Africa. They merely want to
be represented in the government
Time and again the Black people of
South Africa have said that it is not
their intention to chase the white
people away, but merely to share in all
die wealth of that country so that each
individual in the country may live a
better and more comfortable life.
Therefore Lucas, instead of
comparing the PLO to the ANC why
dont you look at the other side of the
coin and compare Isreal to white South,
Africa? Is it not Isreal that chased away

K

am

''

,

'

"

co-ex- ist

"

respectively?

everyday, hundreds upon hundreds are in

Check your history, my friend,
and tell me, is it not true that the Arabs
and Muslims welcomed the Jews into
Isreal and helped them feel at home,
and the black people of South Africa
continuously welcomed the Dutch and
gave them a harbor for shelter and to
refill on food, vegatables and fresh
water as they sailed the oceans of the
earth before they were both either
kicked out or oppressed? It really
frustrates me to read that you wrote,
"Things could be much worse," so we
should be content with the existing
situation.
What kind of person can sit
down and propogate a system such as
apartheid, calling it democratic except
for the fact that a certain race is
excluded from any institutional voice in
the government? Even though that
excluded race is about 80 of the
population, .you still call that a
democracy? This is preposterous.
Everyday, people are jailed or detained
for voicing themselves either vocally or
in different forms of literature and you
may have the audacity to sit back and
write, "under normal circumstances
they also benefit from free press." Ilk
true that everyone is entitled to hisher
opinion, but it is because of views like

jail and detentions and today they
continue to flock the camps in the lens
of thousands.
Does it mean anything to you
when you hear that men are separated
from their families for eleven out of r

w

roA. : .

Wei

KW ,

X

twelve months so that they can work in

the mines where they die in large
numbers from exhaustion, suffocation
and mine collapse? How would you
like to see your wife and kids for only
one month every year? Tell me, man
where are your morals?
How dare you call this plea for
.

divestment a fashion? Many Ivy
League schools have divested and
continue to be amongst the nations
leading financial aid awarders. So

dont

get trapped in that talk of "we divest if
you're willing to give up your financial
aid." We know what we fight for and
therefore are not skeptical, but we dont
fight for divestment, though we respect
'
your opinion, find il highly insulting.

7

7

is A

for its emancipation. It is because
scores of people are getting killed

harmony with the white people of
South Africa and the Jews of Isreal

x
oawa

al

society.

Of course, I agree with you, that
paranoid about living equally and frecjy South Africa provides the rest of the
with the original inn abi tors of their world with a sense of moral
present regimes, while both the ANC superiority, but it is not for that reason
and the PLO agree to
in that people are continuously fighting

-

"

those expressed in last week's Voice
that groups such as the Ku Klux Klan
and other aryan groups continue to
exist in today's modern, multi-raci-
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The Lay Academy is an Softball
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Continued from Page

-

illustration of religion in action, says
Baird. Religion is not a textbook
subject; it relates to the community,
the legal and medical profession and

depending on your brand of white wine,

a minute, can you see John
Athlete hitting a homer
h
firehouse,
against the
chugging arund the bases, and then
of
demanding a cold
Chardonnay? I think not.

Continued from Page 2

you are accepted at a jazz concert, or

fifty-fourt-

16th Annual Bacchanalia was fine, but
the degrading paragraph referring to
is my chief concern.
's
The authors obviously did
even the state lottery commission.
Hall's Lean Lecture room at the college Each year we take a topic that is on the
But wait, there is a problem. not speak to any Ichabod's employees
I have
I
a
quandary.
am
Now
in
anyone can drink white wine
(corner of University and Bever
Although
cutting edge of what the churches are
about the purpose or intqnt of
Streets). The program is sponsored by concerned about The Lay Academy is a logically and scientifically ruled out all at a jazz festival, you don't see many
because, if they had, I
's
the college's department of religious vehicle that the college, local churches the physical attributes of white wine. men drinking it in bars.
would hope that their "coverage" would
What is left?
studies and an elected board of men and
How many times have we seen a have been slightly more positive.
and community can use to address
women from local Protestant and
Ah, I think I have an answer. It is couple walk in, the women ordering Since they (and I am assuming) did not
major problems in American culture."
contained in the second part of my title. wine, and the man ordering a stout, talk to any of the employees before
catholic churches. Serving as
Why does Paul Masson sponser jazz cold, frosty Blatz from the extensive writing the article, I will say now what
administrative dean of the academy this
festivals?
year is Robert Byrne.
BREWTARSKI list I could tell a I would have said then: The purpose of
Because white wine in this country story about what happened to a fellow
The program is open to the
's
was not to make
public. Fees for enrolling in the entire
is associated with urbane, cultured who ordered wine in a bar that would money, as we definitely did not, but to
eight week series ($40.00 for singles,
conversation, witticisms, insights, and curdle your ears, and boil your toenails! offer a place for C.O.W. students to go
$60.00 for couples) or in an individual
Just when you thought the seventies and dance until the "new" Ichabod's
neato stuff like dat dcre.
over, Machismo rears its ugly renovation is completed. I, as well as
were
session ($5) may be paid to Ruth
with
And what goes
MacKenzic, Lay Academy registrar,
In of all places, a bar! Heavens the rest of the Ichabod's staff, felt that
head.
it,
rest
the
of
urbane conversation and
725 N. Bever Street, Wooster, Ohio,
you ask? Music and the arts, of course. to Betsy!!
some students might like a place to
By Graham Rayman
But you know what I think the true dance without their feet sticking to the
44691. Her phone number is (216)
Not any music, no, no. Jazz and
Classical only. So from this, we can reason is for the popularity of white floor, as was the case at the vast array
The Mystique of white wine. Or
Robert Benne, Jordan Trexler
arrive at a perfectly logical scientific wine? Aside from all that other stuff, of parties' on campus. Secondly, we
Why Paul Masson sponsers Jazz
Professor of Religion at Roanoke
formula to explain the white wine I'm really being serious now. No, also wanted to keep the name of
festivals.
College, will lead the opening Lay
really I am.
mystique:
Ichabod's in the minds of the students
Really now, what is the mystique
Its innate ability to get you plastered, during the waiting period before
Academy session October 1. Bennc's
Intellectuals Music White Wine
of white wine? Although I have placed
tipped, pitched, or bludgeoned, while Ichabod's reopens.
lecture, "Consumerism and the
- Witty Urbane Conversation
I
skilled
Want
to
Motive:
Evangelical Profit
Of course, this can be turned around. making you look good. One just cant
The reason for charging
ts
on this
be Rich," will examine the current
are raise that glass to their lips without twenty-fiv- e
The three components
cents seems somewhat
seeming in the know. On the other obvious to me. How else do you
American economic scene and how pressing question, they have returned
interchangeable.
escalating consumer mentality relates no answer.
And Paul Masson sponsers jazz hand, the beer drunks are easy to spot. expect four Ichabod's employees, one
Its color is rather that of urine after a
to the Christian faith. The session
festivals because he knows that people with their breath and bellies and DJ, and a McGaw soundperson to be
long night of drinking: pale and
will also explore how the Christian
think they are supposed to drink white bathroom runs.
paid? (this does not include the cost
But hey now, you kids out for the use of the McGaw sound
ethic handles an economy based almost indefinite. There is nothing white in
wine while listening to jazz and
its color at alL Maybe it is because of
and if
there Don't you go trying this stuff at equiptment or Ichabod's clean-u- p crew.)
entirely on
talking intellectually.
no,
But
use.
the
grapes
they
the
now ya' hear? Especially not
at
odds
home
intrinsically
Christianity is
Yeah, this must be the conclusion.
As for "the boring Top 40
grapes are green.
parental supervision.
without
with capitalism.
And
Wine equals intelligence.
as
music"
you called it, I do not
How they get green grapes to make
Benne earned both his doctorate
Top 40 playing at all.
remember
much
and master's degree at The University white wine that is anemic yellow is
you would have stayed for
Maybe
if
of Chicago. He has had a distinguished beyond me.
more than the length of one song, you
Then I realized it was the taste.
scholarly career including the
have been surprised. The next
might
Yeah, wine really tastes good. Much
publication of three books.
When
her
Union.
lca
at
you
has
wish to criticize a campus
shc
time
Yourte probably not the only "
like having an ice cream cone on a hot
Subsequent Lay Academy lectures
Westminster
finished.
or business such as
is
organization
day, or poached salmon at a Cleveland person who been suprised - or a little ftemihiP
include: David Guldin, from Wooster"s
to
Wendy
Union
to
article, please, get the
your
Ichabod's
return
in
will
watering hole that overlooks Lake Erie. confused- - by all the new faces on
department of sociology, "I Want
Divinity
Master
of
complete
straight
FACTS
or
her
at least make an
campus this fall. Not only is this
Something For Nothing," October 8; One drinks wine to refresh and
degree.
attempt
constructive
honestat
's
year's freshman class especially
stimulate.
The Rev. Michael Lavelle, SJ. from
church
bible
and
"Theology,
criticism!!!
also a crowd of students
But wait, now it sounds a little bit
John Carroll University and William
returning from semesters off campus, history courses train yu to think and
too much like one of those Coffee
Baird, professor of economics at
plus those who have transferred to solve problems, to answer human
Lynn Neal
Wooster, "Whatever The Traffic Will advertisments:
Wooster and, of course, new faculty questions," she points out Answering Assistant Manager of Ichabod's
Can't you just see "ol Ernie and
Bear," October 15; Eugene Beem,
questions-an- d
asking lots of them
y
Gallo saying, in unison, "Try and staff members.
professor of business at Baldwin
herself- - is an integral part of Wendy's
If the Wendy McCormick : i
Wallace College, Ohio Appeals Court wine. It picks you up AND lets you
.i r-- uivn
.i
P
familiarm, and read on - J u" U1C
doesn't
sound
a
Even
at
after
long
day
down.
the
judge and Harry Fcathcrstone, president
program,
anc
she's not just another face in the crowd. nnsuan taucauon
Co., plant, you can toss back three or four
of Orrville's Will-Bur- t.
coordinates education programs for
of Woostcr's international
to
get
want
someone
to
you'll
She's
babies, and you're
v
"Someone Must Pay For My of these
Because she's personally
community.
Church
including
Westminister,
know.
Troubles," October 29; Laurence Vande ready for (the wife's pot roast or
to
sensitive
groups
social justice issues,
fellowship
youth
School
and
Wendy is this year's
Creek, professor of medical ethics at bed whichever comes first."
Wooster's
international
students and'
help
to
the
Wendy's
also
job
It's
- But even
at Westminster
the most attached
Ohio State University School of
are,
a "constant
residents
for
to
her,
out
church
reach
Coll8e
Presbyterian Church, the congregation
among us must admit that
Medicine and Clevelend attorney
vastness of the world."
of
reminder
the
In
its
and
outside
within
congregation.
that meets each Sundy in McGaw
Charles W. Landefeld, "Doctors Must they don't love white wine the same
Wendy considers her
Wcndy leads
Chapel.
For the apst two years she has an effort to do
is
cream.
not
ice
way
So,
they
love
it
Lucy
5;
Be Perfect," November
years as a History major
undergraduate
works
ad
Bible
weckly
study
"P
studied at Union Seminary in New
Brcgman, professor of religion at the taste.
at
Carleton
College
in Minnesota "a
Westminster's
Seekers."
If it isn't the color or the taste, what York City (in Manhattan-- a few blocks College-ag-"ne
Temple University and Canton
time
tremendous
e
growth."
of
personal
fellowship.
from Columbia University). This year,
attorney Philip Howes, "I Must Be is the mystique of white wine? Maybe
For
was
her,
a
college
to "ask
time
m
Wcndy
Becausc
only
Wendy will test- - in a work situation- Safe," November 12; J. Arthur Baird, because it is supposed to be served
questions about perspectives-- why
Wooster three months, she's still
"Seek First the Kingdom of God and cold. Yeah, perhaps people like cold
getting used to things. After living in different people see and explain the
wine on a hot day.
His Righteousness," November 19.
same things differently." Westminster
Manhattan for the past two years, she
finds it quite a switch "to work in an Church, with its setting on the College
of Wooster campus, brings Wendy
office that's twice the size of my
apartment in New York." Midwestern back into a small, liberal arts
iU',s
One iheJr
friendliness and the slower pace of life atmosphere in which creative inquiry is
encouraged. And the Westminster
arc a welcome change, too.
pro7&e5
The
congregation, with its unique mix of
But more important to Wendy
Weos-h- r
than merely adjusting to a life in a college faculty, students and
"
townspeople (old, young, singles and
small town has been getting to know
Wooster itself. And she's found this families) is one she's eager to work in.
Stop by Westminster Church
community an "enlightened" one.
ly FreShmttrx
House (on the corner of College and
"People have s sense of what" s going
Pine Streets) or give Wendy a call
on in the world," she notes.
there. She's a new face you'll want to
Wendy is excited about the
get
to
possibility of working with members
know.
1

even at a reading of Habcrmasian
poetry.
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National Research Council to Administer
Ford Foundation Doctoral Fellowships
for Minorities
.

The National Research Council
will administer the Ford Foundation
Doctoral Fellowships for Minorities

Fellowships will be awarded in
the behavioral and social sciences,
humanities, engineering, mathematics,
program
which will offer ' physical sciences, and biological
approximately 40 three-yeprcdocioral
sciences, or for
fellowships and ten one-yeprograms comprised, of two or more
dissertation fellowships to American
eligible disciplines. Awards will not be
Indians, Alaskan natives (Eskimo or made in such areas as business
Aleut), Black Americans, Mexican
administration and management,
AmcricansChicanos, native Pacific communications, health sciences,
Islanders ( Polynesian or journalism, library science, personnel
Micronesians), and Puerto Ricahs.
and guidance, social work, and
Designed to increase the presence of education. In addition, awards will not
underrcprcscntcd minorities on the
be made for work leading to terminal
nation's college and university
master's degrees, doctorates in
faculties, these fellowships will provide education (PhD or EdD), Doctor of
higher education opportunities for
Fine Arts (DFA) degrees, or
members of these six minority groups professional degrees in such areas as
that are most severely underrcprcscntcd
medicine, law, or business.
in the nation's PhD population, the
Fellowships will be tenable at
pool from which colleges and
any accredited nonprofit United States
universities draw their faculties.
institution of higher education offering
In this national competition
PhDs or ScDs in the fields eligible for
sponsored by The Ford Foundation, support in this program. Each
citizens of the United States who arc prcdoctoral fellowship will include an
members of one of the designated
annual stipend of $10,000 to the
minority groups, who are beginning
Fellow, and an annual institutional
graduate students or who are within
grant of $6,000 to the fellowship
one year of completing the dissertation, institution in lieu of tuition and fees.
and who expect to work toward the
Dissertation Fellows will receive a
PhD or ScD degree may apply for a stipend of $18,000 for the
fellowship award.
twelve-mont- h
tenure with no
ar

intcr-disciplina-

ry

ar

..

23. liCS

mm

.

QOQ

'

BBBP

institutional grant
All prcdoctoral fellowship
applicants must have Graduate Record
Examinations (GRE) General Test
Scores for tests taken between October
1,1981 and December 13,1986.
However, scores from GRE General
Tests taken between October 1984 and
December 1986 are preferable because
statistics on these tests will be reported
to selection panels.
AH dissertation fellowship
applicants must be admitted to doctoral

f

"

candidacy and have completed all course
work and examinations ( except for the
defense of the dissertation) by January
15,1987 and expect to complete the

dissertation during the

1987-198-

8

academic year.

mm mmm

The deadline for entering the
fellowship competition will be
November 14,1986. AH inquiries
concerning application materials and
program administration should be
addressed to : Ford Foundation
Doctoral Fellowships, The Fellowship
Office, National Research Council,
2101 Constitutional
Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20418. More
information be may obtained in The
Woostcr Voice office located in the
basement of Lowry Center.
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BACCHANALIA
is- --

By Ted Silverman

which moved neatly into Bob Marlcy's
"Three Little Birds". The Fine Young
Minds had a terrific knack for turning
both old favorites and current blues hits
into great danceablc grooves. The
earlier party goers were truly treated by
this trios' bacchanalia debut.
Towards the early evening, as
the party really started filling up
Woostcr's most beloved wild men of
rock, funk, reggae, and off the wall
took the flat bed stage.
Tequila Soup exploded with a concise '
set of solid party tunes featuring the
guitar pyrotechnics of Billy Simms and
Patrick Miller. Pete "Thunderclap"
Wcsterman provided atomic bass lines
in perfect syncopation with the ever
popular Felix on drums.
New for 86 Tequila Soup featured
Dave Cook on synthesizer and vocals
and its most potent new addition, Jeff
, a dynamic
Bacon and Eric
horn section attack. The Soup played a
vibrant set in their own zany, eclectic
way. They reached Beck's Family
campground and the minds of several
hundred flat land revelers.

Bacchanalia 86' was certainly
one of the most successful events ever
held at the College of Woostcr. In
celebration of its sixteenth successful
year, Crandall House carried on its
most lasting tradition with style. The
advertising blitz combined with an
attack style of ticket sales by Crandall
members guaranteed a solid backing for
The all
the all day celebration.
important element which insured total
success was the fantastic weather. It
drizzled no more than five minutes,
and if it had begun to rain it was
sunny in enough minds for it not to
matter. The music flowed beautifully
with few interruptions. Needless to
say neither did the beer. Three fantastic
bands, the friendliest people in Ohio,
and sixty never ending kegs made this
the best gig the College of Woostcr
has had in the last four years.
Around noon time the kegs
began to flow loosening up the
dancing groups for the more avid
Bacchanalites. The Fine Young Minds
dished out their finest blues licks, a' la
Word got out that the Woostcr
StevieRay Vaughn, Jimi Hendrix, and
up a victory in the
Scots
chalked
covering some very familiar territory
House battened
so
Crandall
stadium,
in the blues vein. Highlights were the
an even larger
for
hatches
down the
extended version of the old motown
As Tequila
students.
"
gathering
of
classic of I Second that Emotion"
boogi-woog- ie

Soup concluded their set, the crowd
began to buzz in anticipation of the
performance of the
Crandall-"Hous- e
Band", The Oroboros.
A progressive psychedelic, sixties
influenced rock band from Cleveland.
The general crowd reaction to Oroboros
was ecstatic. Hundreds hit the dance
floor in drunken revelry. The
beer, the overpowering
conclusion
band, and the
pre-rcquis- ite

ever-flowi-ng

mind-bendi- ng

to Bacchanalia "86.

Crandall House has continued to

provide

quality

all

school

entertainment for more than fifteen
years. This year's Bacchanalia was
perhaps the best of all. Regardless of
administrative dislike for subversive
social groups and gatherings, Crandal
House will survive for years to come
and Bacchanalia is lasting tcstment ol

its

underground

6

potency.
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n Iie Green

by David AJbin
Yes folks, once again it's that
time of year when a young student's
thoughts turn to that void within the
very bowels of our campus, that hub of
campus thoroughfares, that place where
building contractors and architects can
easily envision an edifice just big
enough to reach from backstop to
backstop allowing just enough room
on cither end to accommodate a

strapping chipmunk, and that one piece

of ground on this campus that
everyone would like to call his own:
The Quad.

After a rambling, cumbersome
first paragraph I feel it only fair that I
now focus the reader's attention on the
task at hand. Young students' minds
turn towards the Quad at this time

WW

Buckwheat Zydeco to perform

commemorating these brave young
men and women who have so
generously given of themselves and
their bank accounts.
Well, enough of all that dribble.

6:00?
6:00-7:4-

5

8:00-11:3-

Come on out tomorrow at 6:00,
enjoy the festivities, and try not to get

'

Good times Frisbee Show
Tequila Soup

0

toos tfaced.

Spofrlighfr Showcase

you hadn't heard, have sold more
records worldwide than Elvis, or The
Beatles! So, for cryin' out loud, be
there!! There'll be beer at the Party
again this year, gratefully donated by
the sections, clubs, and various campus
organizations. Without these folks the
beer wouldn't have been possible, so
let's all stand up and yes, right in the
middle of your lunch let's all stand up
and give 'em a great big hand. (Go
ahead, I'll wait, sounds of man

!

r--i
:-

"J

-t

--

.

T

whistling, tapping his fingers on a
table as he waits for the enthusiastic
din to subside) Alright awright cut
it out that's enough. As of press time'
I didn't have a complete list of those
organizations that donated, but be on
the lookout for a sign at the Party

it the

S

WE
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Janet McLaughlin to perform at
Spotlight Showcase on Friday September 26

by AlexHelander and John Taylor
Once again the weekend is here,
and it's looking to be a good one here
at the C.O.W. Party On The Green
will make or break this weekends fun?
The second year running, this party
attraction is rapidly becoming an
annual event For all you upper-clas- s
students the memories of last years
Party On the Green are probably still
fresh in your minds. Unfortunately
there is a certain age law, tharprohibits
the sale of a certain beverage to those
of you under 21. The good news is,
there is no law that says this same
beverage can't be given away! So
REFRESHMENTS will be provided
by our beloved sections and clubs
absolutely free, which can only
enhance the ambience of this years
Parly.
"Two musical groups will
highlight the evening. Unknown to
most C.O.W. students, is the
Buckwheat Zydco Font Partis Band. If
you like a great beat, and love to dance
then check them out. Tequila Soup,
will complement, if not compete with

Buckwheat. For those of you who
missed them last week. They are HOT,
so don't miss them on Saturday!
Only one shin-di- g
happening
on friday night. The EKO's not
generally known for giving....thc best
.... uh...parties on campus, will be
giving a typical section party. Yes i
creativity ...boxer shorts, sunglasses,
sticky floors, tasteless music, and the
pcrvcrbial "watery" keg. BuL.incc it
is their first party of the year, give it a
chance. Actually word of mouth has it,
mat there are a few off campus parties
on friday night, so keep an ear out. For
musical entertainment, and a good
way to wind down the week, Janet
Mclaughlin will be "Spotlight
Showcases" guest on friday night
Finally for lack of anything else to do,
check out Road Warriors, This weeks
movie being shown only on friday

night
The Management
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GRADUATE
BUSINESS
SCHOOL

GIVE BLOOD
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COLLEGE OF
WOOSTER!
Friday. October 3
Lowry Center (The Pit)
n a.m. to 2 p.m.

American
Red Cross

Buckwheat

Zydeco lis Sont Partis Band

Buckwheat Dural and his lis Sont Partis
Band. What is zydeco music, one
might ask? Well, I might answer, it is
a tantalizing combination of cajun
music, R & B, rock 'n' roll and
reggae or something like that Just
bring your dancin' shoes 'cause it might
get muddy. Opening for Buckwheat
from 6:00 to 8:00 will be perennial
campus favorites Tequila Soup, who, if

J

Party on the Green.

because of the pending arrival of this
year's edition of Party on the Green,
which, as you may or may not know,
is tomorrow. If you did not know this,
apparently your attention has been
diverted by some other task at some
other hand. But, we'll let that pass, as
I'm sure that since you're reading this
article we may now safely assume mat
you arc among the informed. Gracing
this year's Parry with his presence will
be none other than zydeco master

ri

Oram turn
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Ichabod's Grand Reopening

COLASSDFDEIDS

-

by Susan Gale
On Friday, October 3 the new and lights, rcupholsterning booths and
improved Ichabod's will be opening. - rewiring. The entire amount of money
Friday has been billed as Dedication was spent to fix up Ichabod's so many
Night for the new Ichabod's, which is improvements were made.
the student pub on campus, and mere
The actual renovating for
will be a special surprise from the staff Ichabod's has only been going on since
of Ichabod's. Music will be played for early September but was planned over
dancing as always and snacks and the summer by an advisory board of
beverages will be served. students and Ichabod's staff members
which was headed bv John Fanselow
The Board of Trustees of the
Also supervising the changes to be
College gave seven thousand dollars
made in Ichabod's are Cathy
specifically for renovations in
Birmingham,
Director of Lowry
Ichabod's. The money was spent in a
Center, and Lynn Neal, assistant
variety of ways such as for new disco
manager of Ichabod's, both of whom
.

non-alcoho-lic

arc attempting to fulfill the advisory
board's recommendations.

For sale: Beautiful

With Ichabod's renovation, the
S.A.B. proposes an Ichabod's
Committee, which would sponsor and
plan entertainment. A chairperson is
needed to head that committee. Anyone
who is interested and qualified should
apply.

The new student pub is sure to be
a success so everyone should come on
Friday, October to enjoy our new and

The futures so bright, ya gotta
wear shades!" (and boxer shorts) to the
10 pjn. to I pjn.
EKO
Bissman eighth section. The place to
:
bcHBringyourLD.!!

cast-woo- d,

Lange
stove from Denmark, little used,
excellent condition. Call
porcelain-finishe- d

wood-burnin- g

party-tonig-

264-474- 5.

ht,

.

ATTENTION: You know who
you are: Jen Potee and Cathy Hamm,
2014 N.W. Glisan, Biltmore
Apartment 103 Portland, Oregon
97209. The postmen have not gone on
strike,you know!

SEASY MONEY!! I will pay $25
for your phone book.
Call Lee Ramsey Collect
at: (615)

577-72-

37

After 6:00 p.m.

redone Ichabod's.

Vinie Burrows at Wooster
,

a great success

:

by Susan Gale

On Sundav cveninz Colleee of

,t

,

.
..

Wooster area were treated to an
incredible one woman show performed
by Vinie Burrows titled "Sister!
Sister!" The show was a part of the
1986 Wooster forum scries and was a
performance of various writings and
speeches from around the world with an
emphasis on women's lives.
Vinie Burrows is a Broadway
dramatic actress as well as the
Non-governmen-

Organization

tal

Permanent Representative to the United
Nations. She is also the star of her
own productions such as "Walk
Together Children", "Africa Fire", and
"A Child Is Bora."

you could feel it in your heart as well
as your mind.
Beginning with childbirth and
traveling to a speech given by Winnie
Mandela on what "detention means..."
this performance was more than the
title "Sister! Sister!" implies. It was a
commentary on the world and a
womans place within it as well as the
discrimination anyone who is labeled
"different" can feeL The audience at
McGaw Chapel was held captive by
this amazing woman as she was able
to make them laugh one minute, be
angry the next, and be scared and sad
the next
The show dealt with many of the
problems women face today from rape
to job discrimination. Some of the
segments were humorous such as how

f

The performance was an hour and a
half long show in which Burrows
never once lost her' strength. Each
segment of the show carried with it

men could come to better understand
women by putting on a dress and
trying life as a woman (of course in the
end she states that even if a man tried
this he still "won't know the half of
in a million years!") Still, even
through the humorous segments there
was the feeling of how hard women
must fight to become equal in this
it-n- ot

B-386- 04,

85232.

Arizona

world.

Although

throughout

$ New Local Owners At WoosterV

the

"Your" Pizza Shop
Maxine Schaaf 305 Deal! Ave.

performance there was an emphasis on
oppression and the loneliness of
peoples marked different for any reason
the show was closed with a rousing
speech from Winnie Mandela in which

264-031-9
Mon Thurs.
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Bigger And Better Salad Barf
Dining Room Remodeled For Your Convenience And Comfort!
Excellent SouFr&mmmjmmSmmm
New Additions To Our Menu
Every Day
No Coupons Needed!
Specials
ju
tLuncheon
i
Sitdown Or Carry Out!

at

SMORGASBORD??
PIZZA
SPAGHETTI
RIGATONI
SALAD BAR
v
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It

wi 11 b e war m, humid and bre ezy today with
highs soa ring to 83 to 88. To night promises to
be pa
clou dy and mild with a low of 61 to. 72
w
The
eeke nd wi 11 usher in unse asonably warm

rtly

tempe ratu res a nd high humiditi es. Widely
scat t ered show ers and thunders torms could develo
on Sa turd ay an d Sunday under v ariably cloudy
skies . H ighs will reach 81 to 86 both days.
Lows will rang e from 67 to 72 Saturday and the 6
to 68 ran ge Su nday . TRIVIA: A Cockeyed Bob is a
gusty win d wit h thunderstorms in Australia.

12 PM

,

Featuring:

the truth for all the world was
expressed: "Once the mind is free the
body will soon be free." It was truly an
uplifting experience for everyone.

AM to 1 1 PM;
A CM J
C...w4..
i ua J
r nn

SAVE

!

'

intense realism of life and indeed, each
part imitated life to such a degree that

Death Row prisoner, caucasion
male, age 40, desires correspondancc
with either male or female college
students. Wants to form a friendly
relationship and more or less just
exchange past experiences and ideas.
Will answer all letters and exchange
pictures. If interested write to Jim
Florence,
Jcffcrs, Box

111 AM

tot PM

GARLIC BREAO

lftNf Any numomi ot
No!
NulniKlM ny otnm tponl
At urtKOKic, iloww arty

x Mem.!

m

Vffr

1.00 OFF

jifMU"llEDIUM REGULAR OR
DEEP DISH PIZZA
Ism an

coupon

Not Mho wtfh

pr wa par cmmhw
iMUnw.
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SAVE

2.00 OFF

ANY LARGE 17" REGULAR

OR DEEP DISH PIZZA
on coupon par pun par caMowar
Mai mtm wm tmmt mnm m due our,
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church services live from McGaw
Chapel and a new folk show. In

Program

addition, a Broadway Hollywood show
is featured on Saturday mornings. 1 Tie

(2

f3)

V
1

1

WCWS Line Staff ( Left to Right)
back row: Eric Wertz. Carl Olson,
Andrew Melissinos, Steve Sievert.
David Janes. Front row: Susan
Schiemann.Liz Laverdiere, Cynthia
Burris, Ted Clayton. Not pictured:

Photo by News Services

Pat Scbmitz. Jeff Waugh.

diversified programming schedule
includes such selections as Blues, New
Age, Oldies, and Classic Rock, a new
talk show conducted by Political
Science faculty and students, a ' Good
Night Story' read by Vincent Dowling,
and a Theatre Scrapbook. WCWS
91.9 is on the air weekdays from 6:30
AM to 1:00 AM and Saturdays and
Sundays from 7:00 AM to 1 :00 AM.
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and

There is much enthusiasm ana
eagerness on the part of WCWS to get
more students and faculty involved,
the
Three weeks after going
its
and
college radio station
programmers have much to look

Productions, stated that "since WCWS
is not a commercial station, We have
to be very competitive with regard to
what we put out over the air. I want
what goes out over the air to be quality forward to.
because that in turn will help to boost
our listcncrship. I want WCWS to
give the best it can offer." Olson's job
is to develop new programs, contact
various sources who give the radio
station ready made quality programs,

on-the-a-

ir.

and expand the station record library.

How five minute
bmchani ae me way
am

mm

mm

m
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WCWS Presents
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By Sarah Kotcfecn

The college radio station, certain groups of people are attracted
WCWS 91.9 FM is off . to a very only at certain times to certain shows.
listening
strong start this semester under the Therefore, the size of the
upon the
depending
vary
can
audience
of
group
new
a
management of
students. A surprising number of popularity of the program.
Eric Wertz, who last spring was
students, more than one hundred, are
to be the radio station General
selected
currently involved in a variety of ways
of
you
during the 1986-8- 7 academic
Manager
with the radio station. Eric Wertz,
year stated that "one of the mos
do in five
who is WCWS' General Manager is school
irriDortant
elements for the success ol
very enthusiastic about the interest
is having a staff dedicated to RTlinUteS
students have demonstrated this year. WCWS
. .
:
wi - unv,
nrrr r
This semester, the staff at the radio quality programming.
Read three
to get
want
who
to
students
training
station is very goal oriented with many
the
have
must
Students
positive and upbeat ideas. Dr. Amos involved.
pages for
to learn the fundamentals
Kiewe, the faculty advisor to the radio willingness
broadcasting and we will take English. Write
station, believes the participation and of radio
We are very lucky this
there.
from
it
involvement with the radio station
tew extra
able
to have Herman Gibbs, folks for
to
be
year
strengthens experiential education
more
to
devote
is Chief Engineer,
which in the liberal arts is highly who
Maybe even get
to the technical side of the radio bucks.
time
the
students
valued. "WCWS gives
In addition to the burger
student
opportunity to gain insight into station."
management
and Chief Engineer, nine
numerous aspects of communication."
other competent directors head up k
Or vou could dramatically
Kiewe feels students have a great deal
at the station, ica
departments
various
to gain by becoming involved with the
Clayton serves as Production change the course of History.
radio station. As a faculty advisor,
Mannagcr; Andrew Melissinos is
Biology. Or whatKiewe provides a vital link between the
Steve Sievert works in Economics.
Director;
News
and
faculty
students and the
the capacity of Music Director; Emilie ever else you
studying.
administration.
is Classical Music Director,
Aside from personal gain from Storrs
demCynthia Burris serves as Public Affairs
Just take
the radio station, WCWS is also a
operations
David Janes is
tremendous asset to The College of Director;
Laverdiere works at the onstration
Liz
Director;
Wooster. WCWS provides the college
Director; Pat
Continuity
as
with a valuable source for reaching station
Director; and
as
Sports
serves
large communities. WCWS 91.9 Schmitz
Relations. Icomputer from Apple.
Public
in
works
Waugh
FM. operating at 890 watts, currently Jeff
open to
are
directors
these
of
All
boasts a vast listening audience. The
Macintosh
YouU see
from students and the
potential listening audience for the comments
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studying so hard has never A
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Obviously, the college campus is one
cpusand
involved
in
more
become
the
tuning
into
among many audiences
.
community activities. So far, WLWi
in Scott Spirit Day
One of the unique aspects of has participated
Fair and the
Activities
Student
WCWS is that it is independently the
Way
United
Community
Wooster
operated and managed by students with
Saturday.
a wide range of programming, solely parade this past
n
who
Sus Sch
Lproducfofth'ecSudenU.
has
WCWS
at
Director
Although the diversified programming Programming
for
Sunday
on
new
programs
make, fl radio station unique, it can scheduled
include
show,
New
semester.
also be hindrance to the extent that this
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is the Boers, in fact, who control the
racist government, and some of the
Jvhitcs of English descent have been
very dedicated in their fight to win
cguality of existence for the coloured
and black inhabitants of South Africa.
In not clarifying this the S.C.N. has,

been
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by Sarah Kotchen
During the first month of each
academic school year, the Student
Government Association (SGA)
conducts elections for a new General
Assembly. The General Assembly
(GA) consists of a body of students
discuss, debate, and vote on a variety
of issues brought to their attention.
Involvement in the Student
Government Association provides an
excellent opportunity for all its
members to work with students,
faculty, administration, and the Board
of Trustees and serves as a direct link
to these aspects of the campus
community. The Student Government
Association also offers excellent,
opportunities to develope leadership
and skills and it addresses student and
campus concerns such as divestment,
library facilities, hazing, sexism,
racism, and the drinking age issue.
Some of the other services that are
provided by the SGA are as follows:
the allocation of roughly $1 1,000 each
year to other student organizations on
campus, van transportation during all
breaks to the Cleveland Hopkins
Airport, and summer storage. Aside
from these responsibilities, the Student
Government Association appoints
student representatives to faculty
committees, trustee committees, and

In order to be effective, the SGA is
dependent upon student interest and
participation. For those interested in
becoming involved in the Student
Government Association, now is the
time to do so. Within a week,
elections will be held for the
7
General Assembly. Thirty
to forty General Assembly members
from the residence halls and districts
will be elected. If you are at all
interested, pick up a petition outside of
Lowry Center Front Desk, or the
Student Government Association office
located on the ground floor of Lowry
Center. Petitions are due Saturday,
September 27 by 12 noon. The
petitions may be returned to the SGA
office or mailed by noon Saturday to:
The Student Government Assocation,
Box
Petitions are available
and easy to fill out. Elections will be
held at Kittredge and Lowry Center
during dinner on October 2. I
encourage the entire student body to .
join the Student Government
Association.
1986-198-
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Faculty Perspectives:
was recently elected to the Executive
Committee of the National Association
of Collegiate Directors of Athletics.
In reference to Van Wic,
Dennis Collins, Executive Director of
the NCAC stated The appointment is
a recognition of Al Van Wic's
contributions to intercollegiate
athletics. He has proven himself
unafraid to take a stand, and that has
been a key to his success as an athletic
administrator. I feel it is that quality
which is needed at this time on the
NCAA council His appointment also
is a recognition of the leadership of the
NCAC in its brief 18 month existence.
He is indeed very deserving of the
When asked what problems
the NCAA is faced with Coach Van
Wic stated that governance of large and
small schools collectively is the main
"Can we allGeorgia,
question:
S.M.U.,
Ohio State, Kcnyon,
Akron,
Woostcr stay under the same
Other issues that the
umbrella?"
NCAA is now wokring on now arc
financial aid, rccruting, and the length

of

seasons.

Hope College. Dcnison

1Inivrcitv ivac third with 72

DOintS. H

and Wabash was fourth with 73 points.
Kalamazoo came in fifth with 146

:

1

points, followed by Kenyon College
with 165 points. Albion College was
seventh with 186 points and Earlham
College was last with 233 points.
This weekend the Scots host
the Woostcr Invitational at the L.C.
Boles Memorial Golf course. The

(men's meet will feature
'

"

such- -.

powerhouses as national qualifier Case
Western and Mount Union College as
well as Ashland, Baldwin-WallaDcnison University, Hiram, John
ce

!

Carroll,

Muskingum,

Oberlin,

Wittenberg, Youngstown State and
Lake Erie College. The men's race
begins at 11:15 am.

Scots take on 2 Ohio Weslyan
By Tad Mason

The College of Wooster Men's Porter on a throw in by Wooster.
Soccer team has picked up a new habit, Carlos Pcttinau finished off the rout by
winning, one that they hope will be knocking in his fourth goal of the
young season. Coach Bob Nye,
hard to break.
With two more victories this past pleased with the performance of his
week, the team has pushed its record to team against ML Union, noted that
an impressive 0, their best start ever. three of Wooster's goals came off of
The outstanding play by the Scots has restarts, which is often difficult to do.
not gone unnoticed by other rival Tom Junkin continued his excellent
coaches, who have ranked them as the play at goalkeeper as he recorded his
15th best team in Division III, and as fourth shutout of the season.
The team then had two days to
the third best team in the region.
Last Wednesday, the Scots blew by prepare for a rapidly improving
Kcnyon team. Nye noted that the lords
an overwhelmed ML Union squad by
Despite were the strongest he has seen them in
the impressive score of
ten years. After a scoreless first half,
the
large
margin
Scots
end,
the
al the
Woostcr soon found itself in an
at the half from a Steve
led only
unfamiliar position, trailing by one
Russ header off a corner kick.
Opening up the second half, Woostcr
goal as Kenyon scored at the 36:18
scored almost as quickly as a team can, mark. Woostcr soon came back and
needing only eleven seconds. The
tied np the game when Chris Drake
was
score
lightning strike
initiated
scored after a wild scramble in from of
from a set play off the opening kickoff. the Kenyon goal. Wooster then went
Here, Jeff Musich passed to Chuck
ahead for good on a goal by Dave
Crawford who instantly fired a shot
Lynn, set up by a brilliant assist from
into the goal from about 40 yards out Thoka Banda. But the game was far
The Scots then scored two more goals from over. A controversial penalty
to put the game well out of reach. The
kick awarded to Kenyon with only ten
third goal was knocked in by John
minutes left in the game could have put

;

6--

4-- 0.

honor."

runner-u- p

Todd Fach placed second
overall with a time of 25:40, just three
seconds behind Jeff Blcuthmann of
Wabash College, who won the race
with a time of 25:37. Coming from
behind Fach was Paul Fleming who
finished third with a time of 25:43. A
big surprise in the Scots line-u- p was
sophomore sensation Scott Michalek
who turned in the performance of the
season, placing fifth with a time of
25:55. Other fine performances were
clocked in by freshman and native
Michiganer David Dubin and junior
Scott Mcllor who finished 19th (26:40)
and 20th (26:44) respectively.
Woostcr finished first with 49
points, just four points ahead of

Men's Soccer Triumphs

Al Von Wie
Coach Al Van Wie, director of
the physical education department and
men's athletic director for the past
twelve years was elected member of the
governing council of the National
Collegiate Athletics Association. He
was elected to this position for
showing an interest in athletics and for
demonstrating an ability to serve.
The governing council of the
NCAA is composed of fourty four
individuals-colle- ge
presidents, faculty
representatives, and athletic directors.
The members arc elected for a period of
four years. The council meets four
times a year in different parts of the
country. The NCAA headquarters are
located in Mission, Kansas, a suburb
of Kansas City, Missouri. It has a
large permanent staff which issues a
weekly newspaper, runs national
tournaments, develops rules, and docs
research. It has a budget of $57
million dollars for next year.
years at
During his twenty-si- x
Woostcr, Coach Van Wie has served
on the NCAA Committees for Men's
Basketball Rules and Women's
athletics. He has also served on the
official committee of American
Basketball Coaches Association; he

Greoi lakes

First time since 1973

After finishing second overall
two weeks ago at the Case Western
Invitational the Scots sucecded in
doing one better. For the first lime
since 1973 The College of Wooster
men's cross country team won the
Great Lakes College's Association
Invitational title. The invitational was
held at the Wifflctrcc Club in Albion
Michigan and all the elements needed to
win were present for the determined
Scots. The Scots, led by 1984 North
Coast Athletic Conference champion
Paul
Todd Fach and Senior
Fleming, knocked of the defending
champion powerhouse Hope College,
which has edged Woostcr for the title in

Photo by News Services

Al Van Wie, Director of Men's
Athletics was named to the
committee of the NACDA (
National Association of Collegiate
Directors of Athletics)

"he

Invitational'

By David Dean

V

,
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the game in jeopardy, but goalie Tom
Junkin stopped the kick to keep the
Scots in control for the rest of the
game. According to Nye, the win was.
as important for the team because they
came back and won the game, on the
road, which made the task all the more difficult Another bright spot in 1
the win were the goals by Lynn and
Drake, which were the first of the year.
Nye later stated that those goals add
more diversity to an already potent
offense. Although not entirely pleased
with the performance of the team at
Kenyon, Nye was pleased with the win,
and expects the Scots to play better
each week. According to the coach
"We really haven't begun to approach
our true potential yeL"
The-- Scots play John Carroll in
Cleveland on Wednesday and then will R
prepare for their most difficult game of
the season so far, Ohio Wesleyan.
This game should be a good indication
of how far the Scots will go this year
as Wesleyan is rated as the number two
team in the country and the number
one team in the region. With Wooster
Continued on page 12
--
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Scot's Win Their First
Kenyon Goes Under

SEPTE1IBEH 23, ,1X3

Cleveland Sports Scene

Volleyball

by Pat Schmitz

by Patrick Schmitz
The College of Wooslcr Fighting
Scots football team is now undefeated
in the North Coast . Athletic
Conference. Should I repeat that
again? Reality runs deep, following
the Scots' 5 victory over Kenyon
College last Saturday. The game was
wooster s first victory over the Lords

to Delaware, OH, to face conference foe

since 1980.

Severance Stadium.

Solid defense led the way for
Wooster last week, holding the Lords
to a total of 30 yards net rushing. The
special teams also did well, with Karl
Pcnn blocking a punt in the first half,
which was recovered by Chris Shilts
for a crucial touchdown.
The offense seemed a little hesitant at
times, but did manage to spring
tailback Jon Bulklcy loose for 51 yards
on 13 carries. The running attack will
be a crucial factor in Woostcr's success
over the rest of the season.
This Saturday, the Scots will travel

SCOTS STATS -- Compliments of
Sports Information
Don Matthews 0
(50) for 224
yards, 2 ints., 0 touchdowns
Jon Bulkley 63 yards on 20 carries
(3.2 avg) with 1 touchdown
7 receptions for 86
Tony Harris
yards (123 avg) for 0 touchdowns
Kevin Howard 1 interception for -- 3

Ohio Wesleyan, who lost to Oberlin
College last Saturday by a score of
The two teams should be
evenly matched, but Wooster must
overcome the fact that they have won
only one of their last eighteen games
outside of the friendly confines of
20-1- 7.

4:

20-4-

yards

(-3-

.0

avg)

sacks
10 tackles, 7 assists,

2

sacks

Field Hockey

The College

of Wooster Women's Field Hockey
team suffered a serious setback last
weekend at the Kutztown Invitational

Tournament, September
dropping 3 of 3 games. This puts their
19-2- 0,

overall season record at

3--

4,

pending

I' the outcome of a game on the 24th

l-

against Muskingum.
Two of the three games wound
up
with
Wooster being shut out by
lthe same score,
Against their
Kutztown hosts on Friday the 19th, the
Scots gave up a goal in each period for
the loss. Kutztown had an outstanding
goal keeper Sara Heath quite busy for
most of the game, outshooting the
Scots 14 to 12. Heath made 10 saves
during the course of the game. Scores
for Kutztown occured at the 29:44
mark of the first half and with 18:26
gone in the second.
Against the University of
Massachusetts Frostburg, the Scots
fared no better. The first half showed
some heated competition on both sides
for control of the ball. Amy Johnson,
Kim Rowland, and Captain Lisa
Black ad ar each took shoots from the
inside goal circle, but none went in.
The second half saw the Scotrs tire and
Frostburg wrest control of the game.
They sent a total of 19 shots toward
the goal, with two of them going in to
put the final at 0 Frostburg.
What was certainly Woostcr's
most exciting game of the season
came against the Salem College team
on Saturday the 20th. In a heated
match, the Scots wound up losing
after the game had gone into a second
overtime period.
2-- 0.

1.

I

2--

4-- 3,

i

road victories over Wittenberg
University, Sinclair and Otterbcin
College. Assistant Coach Tammy
Allen said, The team is really pulling
together and playing with a lot of
consistency."

once.

The first half saw the ball go up
and down the field almost constantly,
with Salem pulling out a slight edge in
shots on goal. The second half saw
both teams go all out in order to pull
off a victtory. Salem scored first with
27:06 remaining in the half. However,
Sara. Heath, showing her talent in
positions besides goal keeper, scored
on Salem less than two minutes later.
With 10:35 left in the half, Salem
scored again, but Sophomore Cclinda
Brandt tied the game up again with a
score near the
mark.
Wooster captains Kate Kochler and Lisa
Blackadar teamed up with 2:35 left;
Koehler putting the Scots ahead off an
assist by Blackadar. Salem went all
out during the last few minutes of the
game, but it looked as if the Scots
would hold on for the win.
Unfortunately, with a scant 15 seconds
left in the game, Salem scored, forcing
6-min-

ute

an overtime.

During the first overtime, Salem
dominated the field, but were not able
to score, despite taking a total of 7
shots on at goal. That forced another
overtime, and again the Scots were not
able to generate any offense, and Salem
scored with "2 minutes left, giving
them the victory.
The Kutztown tournament
represents some of the toughest
competition the Scots will face all
year, but clearly they seed to improve
on their offense if they are going to do
as well as last season. Tomorrow,
September 27, the Scots will be taking
on the NCACs leading team, the Ohio
Wesleyan Bishops at 11:00 am. on the
Continued onpag e .12

The Browns are currently
but only one game behind Cincinnati in
the sluggish AFC Central Division.
So far this year, the Bengals have
shown no great signs of improvement
over last year's 8 unit. The Oilers
have swapped Jim Everett, and will
remain under the self- - destructive
leadership of Warren Moon, and the
Steelcrs have yet to win a game, in
spite of a weak schedule. Given the
situation, 1986 should be the year that
the Browns prove once and for all
whether they are legitimate Super
Bowl contenders, or a team on the way
out, in need of serious rebuilding. Is
Marty Schottenheimer a mastermind or
a misfit?
By any objective standards, the
Browns should be in for a
championship season. The defense,
usually one of the best in the league,
still has Bob Golic, Chip Banks,
Hanford Dixon, and company; while
1--

Strong leadership and tough
defense combined with some intense
hitting, gave the women Scots a sweep
over Wittenberg
Sinclair
15-- 4,
and Otterbcin
15-10,15-

15-1- 2;

Terry Carter 10 tackles, 9 assists, 0
Brock Jones

The Women Scot's volleyball
team is coming off three impressive

-2;

15-8,15-

-6.

In the Wittenberg match, the
key offensive standouts were Dawn
Lightcl with three kills and three
service aces along with Mary Hueske's
strong performance with a service ace
of her own. Kathy Klein played a great
defensive game against Wittenberg.
In the second match with
Sinclair, it was the tandem of Dawn
Lightel and Krista Randal teaming up
for a strong offensive performance with
six kills a piece. Meg Anfang was the
strong server with five aces, kathy
Klein and Mary Hueske turned in
standout games once again on defense.
In the final match of the night
with Ottcrbein, Dawn Lightcl added
another excellent performance on
offense with five killer serves with four
service aces a piece.

8--

IV

i

5--

7-- 2.

m

Casablanca

II
Comics and Gsmcs V
154 E.

In summary of the three
matches, a strong offensive
performance was turned in by Dawn
Lightel. Kathy Klein turned in three
solid games on defense. And Mary
Hueske played a great game all around.

2,

the offense is led by a solid line, Ozzie
Newsome, Byner and Mack, and a
mature Bcrnie Kosar. Instead, at this
point, the Browns have surrendered a
horrendous total of 91 point in three
games, while the offense has produced
an insufficient average of 21 points per
game, and the special teams have
struggled. With an upcoming schedule
of Detroit (H), Pittsburgh (A), Kansas
City (H), Green Bay (H), Minnesota
(A), and Indianapolis (A), Cleveland
should find itself between 4 and
Anything less is going to signal the
beginning of the end.
The Indians, on the other hand,
are looking forward to the end of the
beginning. Although any fanatical
hopes of a division championship were
dashed last Friday, the Tribe has played
consistent baseball, remaining above
the .500 mark, with a set lineup in the
field and a solid starting rotation. Over
the last two weeks, even the bullpen
has shown some signs of hope, with
Emie Camacho snapping out of his
second-ha- lf
slump, Frank Wills (and
his 95mph fastball) showing some
promise, and lefty Bryan Oelkers and
long reliever Rich Yett doing adequate
jobs. With another year under their
belts, and one or two additions
(without trading away the team's
nucleus), the Indians might well be
actual contenders, believe it or not, in
1987. Remember that Candiotti,
Bailes, Swindell, Oelkers, Yett,
Continued on page 12
I

Mon.

Liberty, Wooster, Ph.

Wed.

12-- 9,

Thurs.

12-1- 1,

Frl.

t

Sat.

263-HER- D

Sun.

12- -,

12-1-

0

Assistant Coach Allen feels
that the team played well together.
They're developing the right winning
consistency!" She also mentioned at
the over-a- ll improvement of the team,
"We're looking forward to a better
second half of the season. Team
consistency is the key.
The Women Scots nest match
is September 7 when they venture
to Ada, Ohio for the Ohio Northern
Invitational. The overall record for the
women Scots is 4.
26-2-

5-1-

Ma
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17-1-

The late report from
Municipal Stadium is no more
encouraging than anything which you
might have heard earlier the Browns
were slaughtered and looked pathetic,
plain and simple. The final score was
Cincinnati 31, Cleveland 13, and that
might not have even been indicative of
the manner in which the Bengals
physically mauled the Browns. Bcrnie
Kosar had a good game statistically -28 of 40 for over 260 yards - but failed
to get the offense into the end zone

If things continue to improve,
at this pace the women Scots could
find themselves peaking just in time

for the North Coast Athletic
Conference Tournament in November.
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Cavs have had nothing but innuendo to
lend to the problems which they have
had in signing their crucial draft picks.
If they have not made significant
progress in this area by October 1, then
I will drop this paragraph from my
column, and devote space to the art of

THE WOOSTER VOICE

AUanson, Snyder, and Clark are all
virtual rookies this year. Let's hope, parachuting kangaroos instead.
too, that Peter Bavasi and the Jacobs Pessimism abounds!
brothers will solidify things at the top
PAT SCHMITZ CAN BE HEARD,
over the winter.
ALONG WITH RUSTY HOOD,
Just as a side note, the Cleveland RICK DAYTON , AND MIKE

Field Hockey Soccer

KOSTYAK, EVERY TUESDAY
NIGHT AT 9:00 PM WITH WCWS
SPORTS TONIGHT ON WCWS,
91.9 FM.

Continued from page

Continued from Page

FIGHTING SCOTS DETHRONE
THE LORDS OF KENYON

Cindy Barr Field. It promises to be an
excellent game, as the Scots will be
hungry to make up or their losses

from

.

KM

the

previous

weekend.

playing its best soccer in years, this
game should be one of the best in
recent memory. The team would
appreciate a large crowd to come out
and see them play in an important
NCAC and Regional game.
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